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ABSTRACT 

This work addresses the user requirements of an authoring environment interface for creation and appraisal of policy 
domains and models. This paper focuses on the technical considerations and challenges for the design phase 
requirements and modeling solutions during the first iterations for the user-driven development lifecycle. It presents 
the results of the focus group sessions as well as the main interaction tasks tested with the prototype version of the 
user interface. The technically challenging issues regarding the modeling of the interaction with complex visual 
structures such as tree-based hierarchies, mindmaps and graph representations are presented.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Ontologies have been used extensively over the recent years for semantic web data. Visualizing ontologies has 
unavoidable been in the center of research since it has been used by developers and end users in order to visually 
access the relations between the data. Several tools exist that provide this functionality based on the different 
methods of visualization depending on the actual needs (Katifori et al., 2007). 

As part of the NOMAD1 research project, a toll was designed to allow the user to create, modify, and test ontology 
domains and policy models. In general, NOMAD aims to aid modern politicians, political researchers and 
consultants in testing, detecting and understanding how citizens perceive their own political agendas, by analyzing 
data on the informal web (e.g. forums, social networks, blogs, newsgroups and wikis), so as to gather useful 
feedback for immediate action and reaction. In this way, politicians and other target users can create a stable 
feedback loop between information gathered on the Web and the definition of their political agendas based on this 
contribution. 

The necessity derived from the above process is an interface that should, not only facilitate but also, actively drive 
the users to successfully author - collaboratively create, test, deploy and validate - policy formulation. The original 
aim was to design a visually driven approach that would act as a continuous input provider to the analysis processing 
tools by feeding information in a hierarchical form. The authoring process gives to the domain expert or the policy 
maker, the opportunity not only to create a new domain/policy or edit one of his own by simply creating or updating 
the model’s components (entities, arguments, etc.), but also to reuse components belonging to other domains or 
policies owned by the user or publicly available by other users of the policy argumentation platform, thus providing 
more collaborative characteristics to the tool. 

                                                             
1 NOMAD, Policy Formulation and Validation through Non-moderated Crowdsourcing, http://www.nomad-project.eu 
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Existing research reports on the tools and methods for creating ontologies (Corcho et al., 2003). The domains and 
models used in this work are partially created by public sector users who traditionally are part of the decision 
making and need to access the information on several levels (Brusa et al., 2008). Especially relevant to this work is 
the fact that among several options that exist in the literature on visualizing ontologies, the main chosen approaches 
are hierarchy trees and graphs (Fu et al., 2013). 

This paper presents the user requirements for the above task and the results from the user evaluation during the first 
iteration of the design phase. Examples of visualizations for the domains and policies are examined and the user 
feedback is presented. The technical considerations  

USER REQUIREMENTS 

Collection 

Initially an on-line questionnaire survey was compiled and focus group discussions were organized to collect 
feedback and opinions, in order to better identify the necessary features of the proposed approach. The focus groups 
involved policy makers, policy communication experts and technology researchers and providers. This way a large 
data sample providing initial information about what the users need about domains and policy formulation was 
swiftly gathered. The user requirements process was assisted with an early monitoring and analysis of existing 
systems and relevant approaches aiming to enable the design team to cross check what the users reported they 
needed with what they were really looking after during the interaction with the system.  

Prototyping 

After the participant observation, the analysis of the data initiated the brainstorming phase that lead to the creation of 
storyboards and prototypes focusing on the needs of the users. It also enabled the identification of the most 
representative user types that would be used later on to refine the requirements of the system. A series of 
visualization tools can be used to represent domains and policies. The initial prototypes mainly used combinations of 
trees and mind maps as solutions for the needs for representing ideas in a structured form.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Policy domains as hierarchy trees and mind maps 
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VISUALIZATION – USER EVALUATION 

Thirty participants evaluated the initial approach where the domains (fig.1) and models (fig.2) were visualized as 
hierarchy trees and mind maps. They are both used at the same time in order to provide a simple solution for editing 
the domains.  

The root concept of the mind map, depicting the police or domain, was placed at the center of the page. This allowed 
the users to depict different concepts, like policy components or arguments and their associations moving towards in 
all directions, thus making it easier to review and recall the produced domain or policy. Editing of the nodes and 
providing additional functions like zoom in/out and toggle/ collapse were also added to support the prototype 
environment. Tree hierarchies were used to provide high-level representation of the information and enabled the 
reuse of the components by dragging and dropping the nodes from the public/private trees to the tree of the model 
under construction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Policy model as mind map. 

The issues that were identified had to do with the interaction itself. Although, the combined use of hierarchy trees 
and mind maps provided a well received approach on ontology domain authoring, it was limiting in two ways. First, 
the interchangeable, free editing functionality between trees and mind maps that was aiming to cover both 
inexperienced users, although it was well received, had a limiting factor by design. It cluttered the interface for 
larger domains. Trees we long and mind maps would become to large to follow. The second and most deciding 
factor was the flattened description that hierarchy trees and mind maps inherently support. The nodes have to follow 
hierarchies, while the more elaborate policy models are more complex, a perfect requirement for a graph-based 
solution. 

The second round of focus groups and interviews of the representative users using the initial interactive prototype, 
revealed additional, follow-up requirements that lead to a more enhanced design of the system. This design, among 
others, finds more suitable for policy main representation tool the graph instead of the mind map (fig.3). Graphs 
share all the advantages of the mind maps in terms of clarity and can also support the more complex relations 
between the data. As a result the interaction design changed to allow the users the flexibility of rapid creation of the 
policy domains and models. Significant improvement of the user interaction was achieved by eliminating 
unnecessary process steps and apply additional UX heuristics. 
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Figure 3. Policy domain as graph. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented the prototypes and evaluation results of a policy modeling authoring environment. The 
participants interacted with the prototypes and provided feedback on the use of hierarchy trees, mind maps and 
graphs for the specific domain dependent use case. Earlier research findings on the arguments in favour of using 
trees or graphs for ontology visualization were verified and extended in the case where users not only view but also 
create the domains. 
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